An event will be held in GWW on 4-6 June 2009. This event consist of:

- **Expo Scholarship + Presentation**
  Pengisi:
  - Aminef
  - IDP
  - NESO
  - AFS
  - ISEC
  - British Council
  - Korea Ambassy
  - China

  **In GWW on 4-6 June 2009 at 08.00-16.00**

- **Seminar**
  "Strategies To Goal Scholarship"
  "How to Survive in Foreign Country?".
  **In GWW on 6 June 2009 at 13.00-16.00**

- **Workshop**
  "How To Compose An English Scientific Paper"
  **RK H 101 FATETA IPB on 6 June 2009, at 08.00-12.00**
  HTM: Expo: Rp. 5.000/ hari (gratis PIN ISEE)
  Seminar: Rp.20.000 (gratis Expo 1 hari dan Cultural Night)
  Workshop: Rp. 30.000 (gratis Expo 1 hari dan Cultural Night)

---

**Ticket Box:**
KORIDOR FAPERTA
CP: Rahmat (085283106984)
Expo : Sarwar (085624121817)
Seminar : Tika (08523373625)
Workshop: Adam (085697222767)